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Jazz	Camps	Handouts	-	Master	List	

	
Trombone	Master	Class	 	 	 Pages	

1.	Playing	Jazz	on	the	Trombone	 	 1	

2.	Carmine	Caruso	Exercises		 	 2	&	3	

3.	Jack	Elliot	Exercises	 	 	 4	

4.	Scale/Chord	Routine	 	 	 5	

5.	Resource	Material	for	Jazz	Trombone	 6	

6.	Some	of	My	Favorite	Jazz	Trombonists	 7	

	

Jazz	Improvisation	Class	 	 	 Pages	

1.	Intellect	&	Intuition	 	 	 1	&	2	

2.	Cycle	of	Fifths	 	 	 	 3	

3.	Modes	of	the	Major	Scale	 	 	 4	

4.	Modes	of	the	Melodic	Minor	Scale		 5	

5.	Scale/Chord	Routine	 	 	 6	

6.	Major	ii-7,V7,	I	Piano	Voicings	 	 7	

7.	Minor	ii-7b5,	V7b9,	i-6	Piano	Voicings	 8	

8.	Composition	–	How	to	Get	Started	 9	

9.	Jazz	Theory	Books	 	 	 	 10	

10.	Jam	Session	Tune	List	 	 	 11	

11.	Summertime	 	 	 	 12	

12.	Blue	Bossa	 	 	 	 13	

13.	Autumn	Leaves	 	 	 	 14	

14.	What	is	This	Thing	Called	Love?		 15	

15.	What’s	New?	 	 	 	 16	

16.	Giant	Steps	 	 	 	 17	











Scale/Chord	Routine	

	

1. 		 Major	Scale/Major	triad	(2	octaves	up	&	down)	
2. 		 pure	minor/minor	triad	(2	octaves	up	&	down)	
3. 			 harmonic	minor/minor-major	7	(1,3,5,7,9	up	&	down)	
4. 		 melodic	minor/minor	triad	(1,3,5,6,7,	up	&	down)	
5. 		 jazz	minor/minor	6,9	(1,3,5,6,9,	up	&	down)	
6. 		 dorian	mode/minor	7	(1,3,5,7,9,11,13	up	&	down)	
7. 		 phrygian	mode/susb9	(1,b9,4,5,7,	up	&	down)	
8. 		 Lydian	Mode/Major	7#11	(1,3,5,7,9,11,13	up	&	down)	
9. 		 Mixolydian	Mode/	Dominant	7	(1,3,5,7,9,	up	&	down)	
10. locrian	mode/half-diminished	7	(1,3,5,7	up	&	down)	
11. phrygian	#6/susb9	(1,b9,4,5,7	up	&	down)	
12. Lydian	Augmented/Major	7#5	(1,3,5,7	2	octaves	up	&	
down)	

13. Lydian	Dominant/Dominant	7#11	(1,3,5,7,9,11,13	up	&	
down)	

14. locrian	#2/half-diminished	(1,3,5,7,9	up	&	down)	
15. Altered/Altered	Dominant	(1,b9,3,#5,7	#9	up	&	down)	
16. Whole	Tone/Augmented	Triad	(2	octaves	up	&	down)	
17. ½-whole	Diminished/Dominant	7b9	(1,b9,3,5,7	up	&	
down)	

18. whole-1/2	diminished/diminished	(1,3,5,7,	2	octaves	
up	&	down)	

	

	



Jazz Improvisation - Intellect & Intuition 
 

Intellect 
I. Listen to Recordings - Study Scores 
II. Learn Melody of the tune. - Thread #1 
 A. Memorize - play it around the circle of fifths 
 B. Paraphrase the melody 
 C. Play on piano - melody in right hand, roots of chords     
  in left hand 
 D. Comp on piano while singing melody 
 E. Walk a bass line while singing melody 
III. Root movement - Thread #2 
 A. Analyze chord changes for key areas and chord function 
 B. Memorize root movement 
IV. Work guide tone lines through changes  
 A. Start on 3rd of first chord & continue playing closest 3rd or     
  7th through the changes - Thread #3  
 B. Start on 7th of first chord & continue playing closest 3rd or     
  7th through the changes - Thread #4 
V. Practice Scales & Arpeggios of Chord changes 
VI. Use guide tones lines and melodic fragments through the changes   connect with scales 

and arpeggio fragments; use sequence 
VII. Rhythmic playing 
 A. Make a glossary of jazz rhythms  
  1. many idiomatic rhythms start on the up beat and/or end    
   on the up beat  
  2. 8th note lines punctuated by 8th note triplets 
 B. Pick two or three specific rhythms and use them for one     
  chorus 
 C. Practice playing the tune w/ metronome on beats 2 & 4 - tap    
  your foot to beats 2 & 4 - feel the groove  
VIII. Linear playing 
 A. Play whole notes through changes  

B. Continue exercise by playing half notes, quarter notes,    
quarter note triplets, 8th notes, 8th note triplets & 16th notes through 
changes 

 C. Improvise, using each of these divisions as your basis 
IX. Phrasing 
 A. Map out a phrasing scheme over one chorus - leave space 
 B. Practice finishing phrases w/ specific melodic shape or     
  rhythm - start next phrase with that same figure 
 C. Relate your phrasing to language - use punctuation marks and    
  paragraph divisions 
 D. Rule of Three – Develop ideas is groups of 3 repetitions or sequences.  
 
 



Intuition 
I. Listen to Recordings - All Kinds of Music 
II. Play Free every day - practice “getting out of the way” 
III. Look for a Message to convey, Story to tell - Use your Heart as well as your Head 
 A. Lyrics, title of tune, history behind the tune, original setting 
 B. Personal experience 
IV. Be aware of form & shape of tune  
V. Listen closely to previous solos for inspiration and to give your solo context 
VI. Listen to the rhythm section for ideas - know their roles 
 A. Leave some space between phrases so you can hear what     
  the rhythm section is doing 
VII. Work to achieve a balance between unity and variety.  
 A. Develop your melodic & rhythmic ideas - Unity 
  1. Repetition 
  2. Sequence 
  3. Inversion 
  4. Rhythmic change 
  5. Imitation 
 B. Give shape to solos - Variety 
  1. Dynamics 
  2. Range 
  3. Rate of Activity 
  4. Variety of Articulation 
  5. Affects - Drama, Staging, Echoing etc. 
VIII. Compose 
IX. Read great literature, study great works of art etc.; Observe life closely - be curious & 

interested in many things 
 
 You obtain creative freedom through discipline - your intuition is free to create 
when your intellect has been used to gather and store the information necessary to create. 
 
  























Music Composition – How To Get Started 
 

I. Be curious – spend some time just messing around 
 A. Keep a log of sounds you come across that you like 
II. Make some preliminary decisions 
 A. Message, picture, story, feeling, mood 
 B. Form 
 C. Rhythmic feel 
 D. Instrumentation 
III. Composing melodies 
 A. Melodic cells 
 B. Developmental techniques 
  1. Repetition 
  2. Sequence 
  3. Rhythmic change 
  4. Expansion & contraction of intervals 
  5. Expansion & contraction of rhythmic values 
  6. Dynamics, effects, imitation, etc. 
 C. Melodic shape 
  1. Range 
  2. Rate of activity 
  3. Dynamics 
 D. Question & Answer/Subject & Predicate 
IV. Composing Chord Progressions 
 A. Root movement/Logic 

1. Down a P5, whole steps, half steps, up & down a minor 3rd, 
everything else 

 B. Harmonic rhythm 
 C. Coloring the melody 
V. Listen in an analytical manner 
 A. Form 
 B. Melodic line 
 C. Chord progression 
 D. Orchestration 
VI. Analyze tunes 
 A. Form 
 B. Melody 
 C. Harmony 
VII. Educate yourself 
 A. Read – books about great composers/musicians & great books in general 
 B. Study other art forms – art, theatre, ballet etc.  
 C. Observe life – think of yourself as a writer 


